Getting to know …

… bizSAFE

Accidents at worksites
(including our Clients’
premises) can be avoided
if only people will observe
some
simple
safety
precautions. Yet some
27 workers across all
industries get hurt every
day in Singapore.
The 3 top reasons for
deaths that occur
in workplaces are
falling from heights,
being struck by falling objects and fire and explosions/
exposure to harmful substances.
And what is the most common type of accident in
the Pest Management Industry? No it is not pesticide
poisoning. It is road accidents.
Something must be done to eliminate the unnecessary
suffering of workers and their family. On 1 April 2008
the Workplace Safety and Health Council (WSH Council)
was established to raise the workplace safety and health
standards in Singapore.
bizSAFE was set up to help industry better manage
WSH, promote safety and health at work, to recognize
companies with good WSH records and to set acceptable
WSH practices.
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There are 5 levels in the bizSAFE programme.
Level 1 –

The company’s top management
demonstrates its commitment by
attending a workshop and establishing
its Workplace Safety and Health Policy.

Level 2 -

The company selects a Risk Assessment
Champion to attend a bizSAFE Course on
Risk Management and establishes a Risk
Management Implementation Plan.

Level 3 -

The company, with the guidance of
a consultant, implements the Risk
Management Plan.

Level 4 -

The company selects a leader to attend
training in Workplace Safety and
Health Management System and then
establishes the Implementation Plan.

Level 5 -

This Workplace Safety and Health
Management Implementation Plan is put
into action, after which an independent
third party certification company audits
and certifies that it meets the SS506
requirements (or an international
standard like OHSAS 18001:2007).
Then the company is awarded
the bizSAFE STAR by the WSH
Council. Should a serious
accident occur the company’s
bizSAFE status will be revoked.

To enjoy the bizSAFE status it
is important that the company
and all its employees promote
a Safety Culture in which they
understand the hazards and
risks involved in their operation,
they know and agree on what is
acceptable and unacceptable,
they are encouraged to voice their safety concerns
and they are committed to develop and apply their
skills and knowledge to enhance safety.
Safety must be everyone’s concern.
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